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 <br> <br>$1,730.00 <br>1.730.00 <br>$ 1,730.00Pages Thursday, October 22, 2013 November 2013 Teaser! I love how
many of you are still participating in my monthly challenge! Thanks! This month's challenge is "Pipe Organ"! As you can see,
the set is a fairly easy one. At first I had a problem finding the right colors to use with the set. Finally I settled on what I think
looks best! I like the way this set looks with the embellishments, but it's certainly not a "stash breaker"! Here's the entire LO! I
used an altered piece of 12x12 paper to make my own "paper bag" for this image. I really like this technique! I found out about
this technique a while back when I was looking for ideas for using my Copic markers, so it has been on my "to try" list! I love
the effect that the Copics give to my papers! I cut a piece of plastic using a piece of chipboard (left side of image) and some

metallic stars that I found at my local dollar store! I then used my Copics to color my plastic and then I attached my plastic piece
to my chipboard piece with some brads. Next I stamped the image from the Fontainebleau collection onto the cardstock and
then used the EK Success Circle Bleeding Edge Punch and some circles that I found at my local dollar store. I added a little

Wink of Stella to the centers of the circles and then added some glue to them. The center of the green circle was embossed with
a sentiment from MDF Studio's Bold & Sentimental Collection and I added the Dazzles for a final touch! Here is a closer look

at the inside! I used some of my favorite 4x6 patterned papers that I used in another layout. I found them at the Dollar Tree
several years ago and have loved them ever since! I stamped the image using the Technique Tuesday stamp set and the cardstock

was stamped using the THS Periwinkle & Lichen stamp set. The copper color I used is from the DecoArt Autumn Leaves
Collection. I love this technique, I've tried it out, but 82157476af
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